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Abstract

A popular architecture for enterprise applications is one of a stateless object-based server accessing persistent data through Object-Relational mapping software. The reported benefits of using Object-Relational mapping software are increased developer productivity, greater database portability and improved runtime performance over hand-written SQL due to caching. In spite of these supposed benefits, many software architects are suspicious of the "black box" nature of O-R mapping software. Discerning how O-R mapping software actually accesses a database is difficult.

The Testbed of Object Relational Products for Enterprise Distributed Objects (TORPEDO) is designed to reveal the sophistication of O-R mapping software in accessing databases in single server and clustered environments. TORPEDO defines a set of realistic application level operations that detect a significant set of database access optimizations. TORPEDO supports two standard Java APIs for O-R mapping, namely, Container Managed Persistence (CMP 2.0) and Java Data Objects (JDO). TORPEDO also supports the TopLink and Hibernate APIs. There are dozens of commercial and open-source O-R mapping products supporting these APIs. Results from running TORPEDO on different O-R mapping systems are comparable.

We provide sample results from running TORPEDO on popular O-R mapping solutions. We describe why the optimizations TORPEDO reveals are important and how the application level operations detect the optimizations.

1 Introduction

Object-oriented application design methodologies have become mainstream. Application designers use design and development tools that support UML-style decomposition of complex problems. One of the basic UML activities is the identification of objects and the relationships between them. Given this successful approach to modeling complex problems, the application developer then develops software that implements the identified objects and relationships.

Often, the identified objects are persistent. As such, they need to be represented in a database management system. If the database management system is an object-oriented database [AABDMZ89] [NP91] or an object-relational database [Stone97] [Stone99], then the representation of the programming language object is straightforward. The object concepts in the object-oriented programming language have direct counterparts in the database.

But almost all enterprises use relational databases. Relational tables cannot represent persistent objects directly. Instead, object-relational mapping software gives the object-oriented application the appearance of accessing persistent objects. Rather than formulating SQL relational queries to retrieve and update database values, the application software retrieves collections of objects using an object-oriented query language and accesses the resulting persistent objects via their methods.

1.1 The Promises of O-R Mapping Software

O-R mapping software has the potential to improve the productivity of application developers since they are relieved from producing and maintaining database code. Furthermore, it implements a layer of abstraction between the application and the database, greatly
easing the task of porting an application from one database management system to another.

O-R mapping software also has the potential to improve the runtime performance of enterprise applications due to the caching it provides. The O-R mapping software can be viewed as an object-oriented cache of the relational database system. The O-R mapping software populates and manages the cache. If engineered properly, such a cache provides an opportunity for significant performance improvement for accessing data over SQL queries.

In spite of these benefits, software architects are often leery of using O-R mapping software. They often prefer to design and implement their own persistence layer in order to have control over exactly how and when the database is accessed. They are suspicious of the “black box” nature of O-R mapping software. Without considerable effort, it is hard to discern how O-R mapping software actually accesses the database. Furthermore, it is hard to compare products.

1.2 TORPEDO

The Testbed of Object Relational Products for Enterprise Distributed Objects (TORPEDO) is designed to reveal the sophistication of O-R mapping software in accessing relational databases and maintaining its cache. TORPEDO defines a standard set of realistic application level operations that were carefully selected to detect a significant set of database access optimizations. Furthermore, results from TORPEDO on different O-R mapping systems are comparable.

By its nature, O-R mapping software is integrated with an object-oriented programming language. The Java programming language has become extremely popular for enterprise applications – exactly those applications that make heavy use of relational databases. As such, the reference implementation of TORPEDO is targeted to use Java. Other implementations of TORPEDO for other object-oriented programming languages could be created. Results from those implementations would be comparable with results from the reference implementation. In section 2.1 we define the rules for developing alternative TORPEDO implementations.

There are two standard APIs in Java for O-R Mapping [CMP] [JDO]. The TORPEDO reference implementation supports both APIs. In particular, TORPEDO supports Container Managed Persistence (CMP 2.0) and Java Data Objects (JDO). CMP maps between Enterprise Java Entity Beans and relational databases and JDO maps between Java objects and relational databases.

There are dozens of commercial and open-source O-R Mapping products for Java. These products typically support one or both of these standards. In addition, some of the products have their own native APIs for Java O-R mapping. In addition to supporting the two standard Java APIs for O-R mapping, the TORPEDO reference implementation currently supports the native APIs defined by Oracle’s TopLink product and the open-source Hibernate technology [Hib].

In the next section we describe the single server and clustered application models that TORPEDO targets. We explain the nine optimizations that TORPEDO detects through seven application level operations. Section 3 describes the freely available TORPEDO reference implementation in detail. Section 4 defines a set of rules that alternate implementations of TORPEDO must adhere to in order to produce comparable results. Section 5 provides some example results of running TORPEDO on an O-R mapping software product. Finally, section 6 relates TORPEDO to other efforts.

2 TORPEDO Defined

TORPEDO uncovers database access strategies of O-R mapping software by executing a vertical slice of a carefully crafted, multi-tiered on-line auction application. This simple application has an application architecture that is commonly found in enterprise applications. The TORPEDO application is deployed to both a single application server and to an application server cluster. The single server deployment tests the sophistication of the O-R mapping software’s cache. The clustered server deployment tests the ability of the O-R mapping software to operate in a scalable and fault tolerant environment. First we describe the single server, multi-tiered application model and then we describe the clustered version.

2.1 Single Server, Multi-tiered Application Model

Figure 1 illustrates the common multi-tiered application model that TORPEDO targets. Distributed client code issues requests to a distributed object for some service. The distributed object executes in an application server. The service then communicates locally with persistent objects implemented by the O-R mapping software. Those objects represent cached database values. The O-R mapping software manages this cache, communicating with the database to read and write data values. All communication with the database is achieved using SQL.
TORPEDO tests database access from an application server, as opposed to testing direct two-tier database clients. While some O-R mapping software does support two-tier clients, the benefits of caching are best understood in a long-lived shared server environment rather than in a single short-lived client. Furthermore, Java’s CMP standard is only defined for accessing persistent data from an application server. We wanted to include support for CMP in TORPEDO and we wanted those results to be comparable to results from other O-R mapping software.

2.2 Clustered Multi-tiered Application Model

Figure 2 illustrates the multi-tiered application model executing in a clustered environment. TORPEDO tests the ability of the O-R mapping software to operate in such an environment. Distributed client code issues requests to a distributed object for some service. The fact that these are multiple servers that can provide the service is transparent to the client application code.

The request is directed to some server in the application server cluster according to some load balancing policy. This balances the load, allowing the service to scale. Furthermore, should a server fail, another server is available to process the request. The service then communicates locally with persistent objects implemented by the O-R mapping software. Those objects represent cached database values. The O-R mapping software manages this cache, communicating with the database to read and write data values. Since multiple servers implement the service, the same data value may be cached in multiple servers. TORPEDO detects the ability of the O-R mapping software to correctly handle this.

Figure 2. Multi-tiered application executing in a clustered server environment.

As illustrated in figure 2, the database itself may be clustered, allowing access to it to scale and tolerate failures. However, this is not of interest in defining TORPEDO; the O-R mapping software is unaware of the database configuration since it is the database client.

2.3 TORPEDO Measurements

TORPEDO measures the number of times the database is accessed by the O-R mapping software for each application level operation. Section 5 gives some example TORPEDO measurements.

TORPEDO is not a traditional performance benchmark in the sense that it does not measure throughput and response time in absolute terms. Such
benchmarks are dependent on hardware, network, application server and database configuration. We wanted to capture a logical measure of performance, rather than one that depends on the environment in which the test runs.

2.4 Database Access Optimization Strategies

By executing a series of application level operations, TORPEDO detects various database access optimizations. We describe the optimizations here and then detail the TORPEDO application level operations in section 2.5.

2.4.1 Read only objects

Many applications just read objects without updating them. Intelligent O-R mapping software can make use of the fact and optimize access to objects that are read-only. For example, the data can be easily cached in multiple places and live in the cache for a long period of time. Since the object state is never updated, the management of the cache is simple.

2.4.2 Caching within a transaction

Some O-R mapping software caches object data within the boundaries of a transaction. Subsequent accesses to object data are against the cache and not the database. Similarly, all database updates are performed at transaction commit time instead of every time the object is modified.

2.4.3 Caching across transactions

While caching data within the scope of a transaction provides some benefit, caching data across transactions provides the real win. The data are not reloaded on subsequent transactions. The database is only accessed in a write-through fashion, when data are modified. This is a challenging optimization for O-R mapping software to accomplish, especially when supporting access to the data in a clustered environment or by other programs not using the O-R mapping software.

2.4.4 Partial load of object data

When O-R mapping software materializes an object, sometimes it is better to load some of the object’s data rather than all of it. Intelligent O-R mapping software will only load the required object data and not all of it. This can save on memory resources used by the application as well as network traffic.

2.4.5 Bulk loads of multiple objects

When a query results in a collection of objects, sometimes it is better to load all of the resulting objects in a single database hit, rather than loading them one-by-one. A further refinement of this is to load just some of the resulting objects in batches.

2.4.6 Lazy loads of multiple objects

Sometimes it is better not to load all of the resulting objects of a query. Rather, the objects are loaded on an as needed basis.

2.4.7 Bulk loads of related objects

When an object-oriented application navigates from one related object to another, sometimes it makes sense to load all of the related objects in a single database hit. A further refinement of this is to load some of the related objects in batches.

2.4.8 Lazy loads of related objects

Sometimes it is better not to load all of the related objects. Rather, the related objects are loaded on an as needed basis.

2.4.9 Batch update operations

Rather than continually updating / inserting into a database during the course of a transaction, O-R mapping software could choose to batch all of the updates / inserts and execute them as a single database operation.

![Figure 3. The TORPEDO Auction Service deployed in a single server environment.](image)
2.5 The Auction Application

TORPEDO uncovers database access strategies of O-R mapping software by executing a carefully crafted vertical slice of a multi-tiered on-line auction application. The auction application has been used for a couple of years to teach software architecture in the Middleware Company’s Architecture course. [Mart03] The on-line, interactive nature of a popular Internet auction places strenuous scalability and fault tolerance requirements on the application.

The auction application supports operations to create and authenticate users, open, list, find and close auctions and place bids. The TORPEDO vertical slice of the auction application is a minimal subset that is sufficient to uncover the database access optimizations described in section 2.4.

The TORPEDO Auction Service is illustrated in figure 3. Clients request auction services by using the AuctionService interface. In the reference implementation of TORPEDO, this is a Java interface for a stateless session Enterprise Java Bean. The interface is detailed in section 2.5.2.

2.5.1 Object model

The Auction Service is implemented in terms of an underlying persistent object model. Figure 4 illustrates the object model. This object model is what the O-R mapping software provides. It differs from the Auction Service interface. The implementation of the Auction Service interface operates on the persistent object model of figure 4.

The object model consists of Auction, Bid, User and Item objects. There are four different relationships between the objects. An auction has a one-to-one relationship with an item. An auction has a one-to-many relationship with a bid. A user has a one-to-many seller relationship with an auction. A user has a one-to-many buyer relationship with a bid.

2.5.2 Auction Service Operations

The following operations on the Auction Service test the O-R mapping software’s sophistication in accessing a database. Each operation is explained and then related to the optimizations specified in section 2.4

2.5.2.1 listAuction

The listAuction operation returns an AuctionInfo object. This provides information about the identified auction.

The AuctionInfo object includes the following data.

- String description;
- Float lowPrice;
- Collection bids;
- String sellerName;
- String itemName;
- String itemGraphicFilename;
- String itemID;
- String auctionID;
- String sql;

AuctionInfo includes a collection of bid objects, as given by BidInfo. The BidInfo object includes:

- Float bidAmount;
- Float maxBidAmount;
- String buyer;

The sql property in the AuctionInfo object is the SQL statements that were executed by the O-R mapping software to obtain information about the auction.

The AuctionInfo object contains information from an auction object, as well as bid, item and user objects. The listAuction operation reveals how sophisticated the O-R mapping software is at retrieving data across...
related objects. In particular, it reveals if the O-R mapping software can perform bulk loads of related objects (2.4.7). In theory, all of this information could be obtained in a single SQL join statement. This operation tests the OR mapping software’s ability to generate the join.

2.5.2.2 listAuctionTwice

The listAuctionTwice operation returns information about the auction identified by the auction identifier. It returns the same information returned by the listAuction operation. The operation executes the listAuction operation two times, in succession.

The listAuctionTwice operation reveals how sophisticated the O-R mapping software is at caching data within (2.4.2) and across (2.4.3) transaction boundaries. The listAuctionTwice operation is first run as a single transaction. This will detect if the O-R mapping software is capable of caching data within a transaction. The listAuctionTwice operation is then run without a transaction by changing its transaction attribute to NEVER. In the later case, the invoked listAuction operation is run as a transaction. Since it is invoked twice, this detects if the O-R mapping software is capable of caching data across transaction boundaries.

If the O-R mapping software supports intelligent management of read-only objects (2.4.1), the listAuctionTwice can test it. The first access to the auction, bid, user and item information would populate the cache and the second access would just access the cache because the objects are declared to be read-only.

2.5.2.3 listPartialAuction

The listPartialAuction returns some, but not all, information about the auction identified by the auction identifier. In particular, the listPartialAuction returns an AuctionInfo object with the following string attributes set to “not needed”:

- itemGraphicFilename
- sellerName
- itemID
- description

Furthermore, the bids field of the AuctionInfo object is an empty collection.

The listPartialAuction operation tests the O-R mapping software’s ability to partially load an object’s data (2.4.4). The listPartialAuction also tests the O-R mapping software’s ability to load related objects in a lazy fashion (2.4.8). Information from the related user and bid objects is not needed.

2.5.2.4 findAllAuctions

The findAllAuctions operation returns a collection of AuctionInfo objects, representing information about all of the auctions.

The type of the returned object is CollectionWithSQL. CollectionWithSQL has the following two properties:

- Collection theCollection
- String theSQL

The first property is a collection of AuctionInfo objects and the second is the statements that were executed by the O-R mapping software to obtain information about all of the auctions.

The findAllAuctions operation tests the O-R mapping software’s ability to perform a bulk load of multiple objects (2.4.5) and lazy load (2.4.6). When a lot of data is returned, this operation also tests the ability of the O-R mapping software to present the results in batches (2.4.5).

2.5.2.5 findHighBids

The findHighBids operation returns a collection of the highest bids for the auction identified by the auction identifier.

The findHighBids operation tests the O-R mapping software’s ability to perform a bulk load of multiple objects (2.4.5). It also tests the O-R mapping software’s query language support for aggregate functions. Lacking support, finding the high bids must be performed in the application code rather than in the database.

2.5.2.6 placeBid

The placeBid operation creates a new bid for an auction identified by the auction identifier. The bidID identifies the newly created bid. It is the client’s responsibility to provide a unique bidID value for the new bid.

The placeBid operation tests the correctness of the various list and find operations in the presence of concurrent additions of bid information. All operations must return correct responses in the presence of concurrent placeBid operations. See section 2.5.4 for correctness criteria.

Note that when the listAuctionTwice (2.5.2.2) operation is used to test for support for read-only objects, the requirement to operate with concurrent placeBid operations does not apply.
2.5.2.7 place2bids

The place2bids operation places two bids on the auctions identified by auctionID1 and auctionID2.

The place2bids operation tests the O-R mapping software’s ability to batch inserts (2.4.9) into the database. The place2bids operation runs as a single atomic transaction.

2.5.3 Running TORPEDO Tests

TORPEDO defines a series of clients that are run to obtain the results of the operations, including the SQL that was generated by the O-R mapping software. There is one client for each operation listed in section 2.5.2. There is also a client that concurrently places bids and executes the list and find operations.

The TORPEDO clients are intended to be run with an empty O-R mapping cache and an initial database. This makes the tests deterministic and repeatable. The simplest way of achieving this is to start up the application server prior to running each test. The initial database should be restored after running the placeBid and place2Bid tests. The remaining operations do not modify the database.

2.5.4 Correctness

Many database management systems and some application servers have support for applications that can tolerate inconsistent data resulting from non-serialized transactions. This compromises transaction isolation for increased concurrency. In many systems this is manifested as a so-called isolation level property. However, the correctness criterion for the Auction application is strict serializability. That is, the transactions against the database need to appear as if they were executed in some serial order. Each of the TORPEDO operations is executed as an individual transaction.

Results returned from each operation must reflect serialized transactions. Any results that do not are considered incorrect and invalid.

3 The TORPEDO Reference Implementation

The Middleware Company has made available a reference implementation of TORPEDO. The implementation is a J2EE application that can be configured to use EJB Container Managed Persistence 2.0 (CMP), Java Data Objects (JDO), TopLink or Hibernate.

Figure 5 illustrates the reference implementation executing in a single server environment. The reference application can also be deployed to a clustered server environment.

The client accesses the auction service via the AuctionService interface. The AuctionService interface is implemented by two stateless session EJB components, TORPEDOAuctionServiceBean and AuctionServiceBean. Client requests are initially directed to TORPEDOAuctionServiceBean. It initializes the SQL capture facility and then delegates to the AuctionServiceBean.

An open-source JDBC driver called p6spy [p6spy] wraps any existing JDBC driver and logs the SQL sent to the database. By using the p6spy driver, the TORPEDOAuctionServiceBean captures the SQL generated for each test. Upon return from the corresponding calls to the AuctionServiceBean, the TORPEDOAuctionServiceBean adds the captured SQL to the operation result.
The AuctionServiceBean makes calls on the persistent object model. The persistent object model is abstracted via Java interfaces that are independent of the O-R mapping software. In particular, the AuctionServiceBean accesses the persistent object model through a Persistence interface, which serves as a factory for creating and finding objects implementing the Auction, Bid, Item and User interfaces. These abstract interfaces for the object model have allowed the CMP, JDO, TopLink and Hibernate versions to be integrated into the TORPEDO framework. Other Java O-R mapping software could be integrated by supporting those five interfaces.

3.1 Transactions

The reference implementation uses J2EE’s container managed transactions. All of the transaction attributes are set on the TORPEDO AuctionServiceBean methods as “NEVER”. The transaction attributes are set on the AuctionServiceBean as “REQUIRED”. This results in the EJB container starting a transaction for each AuctionServiceBean and allows the TORPEDOAuctionServiceBean to capture the commit statements on the database.

The listAuctionTwice operation (2.5.2.2) is run twice, under two transaction settings. The first time it is run with the transaction attribute set to “REQUIRED”. This makes the entire operation a transaction. The second time it is run with the transaction set to “NEVER”. This means that the two invocations of the listAuction operation are individual transactions. Recall this setting is to test if the O-R mapping software can correctly cache object data across transaction boundaries.

3.2 Database

The TORPEDO reference implementation uses a Hypersonic SQL database [Hyp]. An initial database, populated with auction data, is included with the reference implementation. Other database systems could be used as long as a JDBC driver is available.

The CMP, JDO, TopLink and Hibernate implementations of the persistent object model are all mapped to the same database schema. Figure 6 gives the schema.

4 Compliant TORPEDO Implementations

The goal of TORPEDO is to be able to compare O-R mapping software’s access to a relational database from a standard multi-tier application. Results from the TORPEDO reference implementation are comparable. In order to test a particular O-R mapping software product supporting a standard API, the reference implementation is configured and tuned for that product. The tuning is done to produce to best correct result possible for that product.

Other TORPEDO implementations, not based directly on the reference implementation, are allowed. For example, TORPEDO implementations for other object-oriented languages, such as C#, C++ and Smalltalk, are possible. Similarly, TORPEDO implementations based on other distributed computing platforms are possible. But in order to ensure that the results are comparable with results from the TORPEDO reference implementation, certain implementation rules must be followed.

Alternate TORPEDO implementations must be created in the spirit of the reference implementation. The goals of implementing an alternate TORPEDO implementation should be to test O-R mapping
software that is incompatible with the reference implementation and to produce comparable results with those produced from the reference implementation. Its architecture should be similar to the reference implementation’s architecture. While this is a necessarily vague requirement, explicit requirements are:

- The TORPEDO implementation must be designed as a client communicating with a middle-tier server. The middle-tier server need not have a J2EE interface. Other protocols and middleware frameworks, such as CORBA or SOAP, can be used. However, the semantics of the service interface must be the same.

- The TORPEDO implementation must return the application result and the executed SQL to the client.

- The TORPEDO implementation cannot do caching itself. The O-R mapping software performs caching, if any.

- The database schema can be changed in the following ways: The names of tables and columns can be renamed. Columns can be added or removed from the tables.

- Each TORPEDO operation must be executed in a transaction. The transaction boundaries described in section 3.1 must be respected.

- If the underlying middleware technologies support clustering, results from deploying TORPEDO in a cluster must be provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Untuned CMP Based Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>34 database hits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT AUCTION_ID, LOW_PRICE, ITEM, SELLER FROM AUCTION WHERE (AUCTION_ID = '3')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT ITEM_ID, DESCRIPTION, GRAPHIC_FILENAME, ITEM_NAME FROM ITEM WHERE (ITEM_ID = '3')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT BID_ID, AMOUNT, MAX_AMOUNT, AUCTION, BUYER FROM BID WHERE (AUCTION = '3')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Francis Martin')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Julio Regalado')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Bruce Martin')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Nadia Papaconstantino')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Oscar Leon')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Belinda Ruta')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Ian Walker')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Mark Smith')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Margaret Martin')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Craig Vieregg')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Jens Pedersen')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Petra Hernandez')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Chato Pérez')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Mamoru Kondo')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 select per user bid</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END of first list Auction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entire sequence repeated for second list Auction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT AUCTION_ID, LOW_PRICE, ITEM, SELLER FROM AUCTION WHERE (AUCTION_ID = '3')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT ITEM_ID, DESCRIPTION, GRAPHIC_FILENAME, ITEM_NAME FROM ITEM WHERE (ITEM_ID = '3')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT BID_ID, AMOUNT, MAX_AMOUNT, AUCTION, BUYER FROM BID WHERE (AUCTION = '3')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Francis Martin')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Julio Regalado')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Bruce Martin')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Nadia Papaconstantino')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Oscar Leon')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Belinda Ruta')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Ian Walker')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Mark Smith')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Margaret Martin')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Craig Vieregg')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Jens Pedersen')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Petra Hernandez')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Chato Pérez')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT USER_ID FROM USER WHERE (USER_ID = 'Mamoru Kondo')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End of first list Auction

Entire sequence repeated for second list Auction
5 Example TORPEDO Results

When TORPEDO is run against a particular O-R mapping software product, extensive results are produced. There are three goals in reporting TORPEDO results. The first goal is to provide the actual results, namely the application results and the generated SQL statements. The second goal is to provide sufficient configuration information about all of the technologies being used in order for an independent party to be able to recreate the results. The third goal is to provide analysis of the results. In particular, the analysis should state if the resulting SQL does indeed reflect the optimizations associated with each operation.

We provide a small sample of the results of running TORPEDO on a single CMP Based O-R mapping product here. We illustrate the results for the TORPEDO `listAuctionTwice` operation on an auction with 14 bids. Table 1 shows the results without any tuning of the O-R mapping software. The database was accessed 34 times in order to list the auction twice.

Table 2 shows the results after the O-R mapping software has been tuned using application knowledge. The database was accessed once in order to list the auction twice.

A careful comparison of both tables indicates that significant performance improvement was achieved by tuning the O-R mapping software. In the untuned test each related object results in a separate query. This is particularly troubling with the one-many relationship between auctions and bids. The number of queries is a function of the number of bids. In the untuned test, `listAuctionTwice` shows no caching is taking place because the same `listAuction` queries are repeated.

In the tuned test in table 2, relationship caching and cross transaction caching are both enabled. This reduces the `listAuctionTwice` operation to a single JOIN query.

We have tested several popular O-R mapping solutions with TORPEDO. The complete results are reported in a Middleware Company web site [Mart04] according to well-defined reporting guidelines.

6 Related Work

To our knowledge there are no similar frameworks to test the sophistication of O-R mapping software. There are several performance benchmarks for object-oriented databases, object-relational databases and enterprise applications that could be used in doing performance studies of O-R mapping software.

6.1 Object Relational Database Benchmarks

BUCKY is a query-oriented benchmark from the University of Wisconsin for object relational databases. As described by the designers of the benchmark, “BUCKY tests many of the key features offered by object-relational systems, including row types and inheritance, references and path expressions, sets of atomic values and of references, methods and late binding, and user-defined abstract data types and their methods.”

BUCKY has been primarily used to understand and compare object-relational database systems with each other and with relational database systems.

6.2 Object Oriented Database Benchmarks

Several benchmarks have been designed for object-oriented databases, such as OO1, HyperModel and OO7. These benchmarks test operations that are typical on design objects, that is CAD, CAM and CASE type applications and data. They could be useful for characterizing the performance of O-R mapping software. There is purportedly a JDO version of OO7 currently under development.

6.3 RUBiS

The RUBiS benchmark was developed at Rice University as a means of comparing application design patterns and application server performance. A variety of application architectures were implemented for the
benchmark; each uses a unique combination of Java technologies, including JDBC, servlets, session beans, and entity beans.

A JDO implementation of RUBiS has been developed, allowing JDO's interface, application design patterns, and performance to be compared with these other J2EE technologies.
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